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Book Descriptions:

canadian forces manual of dress

This applies to toques of all environments. This applies to all environments. Navy personnel shall
wear the following headdressThe black beret or turban shall be worn with all orders of dress, less
orders of mess dress, by Armour Corps personnel and by nonArmour Corps personnel wearing the
Army uniform who are on the posted strength of an armoured unit, except when precluded by
operational or safety requirements see full dress and undress patrol dress, Chapter 6 . Customary,
approved, guardspattern undress forage caps see Chapter 6, subsubparagraph 16.f.3 are authorized
for wear as optional items by all ranks of these regiments with ceremonial and service dress, in lieu
of other authorized headdress. The maroon beret or turban shall be worn with all orders of dress,
less orders of mess dress, by qualified parachutists wearing the Army uniform, when on the posted
strength of an airborne unit, designated airborne subunit or element, and the Canadian Army
Advanced Warfare Centre. The maroon beret or turban is further authorized for wear by qualified
parachutists wearing the Army uniform when on staff, exchange, or liaison duties, and, while so
employed, in receipt of paratroop allowance. Only Army members of the Military Police Branch shall
wear the scarlet beret or turban with all orders of dress which authorize the wearing of a beret,
except when a different headdress is ordered to suit the circumstances of duty or weather. See
Chapter 7. See paragraphs 14 to 17 that follow. See Chapter 6. Outside of Scottish or kilted Irish
units, kilted orders of ceremonial and service dress may be approved for wear by pipers and
drummers in authorized pipe bands while performing. See Section 2, paragraph 18. A precedent of
wear by all unit members has been set when any non infantry member of the unit or attached to the
unit has been authorized to wear kilted order of dress. The privilege, once granted, shall not be
rescinded.http://aspirecambodia-edu.org/userfiles/dishlex-301-manual.xml
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manual of drill.

In units where kilted orders have never been worn by non Infantry Corps personnel, the
commanding officer may maintain that practice. Grants shall be accounted for through the financial
records of the Unit Fund in accordance with instructions issued by NDHQ in the NPF Accounting
Manual. Subsequent to the official notification of a change in status of a unit, i.e., disbandment,
reduction to nil strength, etc, no further commitment or liability of the grant for kilted orders of
dress shall be incurred except that, where the commanding officer considers it necessary to the
continued operation of the unit, a commitment or liability during the period up to the effective date
of the change in status may be authorized by the Division commander. Expenditures from a grant for
kilted orders of dress in respect of a commitment or liability incurred prior to the date of official
notification of change in status may be made in the normal manner. Where a unit is disbanded or
reduced to nil strength, any unexpended balance of the initial or supplementary purchase grant or
the annual maintenance grant shall be refunded to the Receiver General for Canada. Units shall
obtain approval for the adoption and design of each optional item as noted in Chapter 2, Section 1,
paragraphs 24. to 26. Full dress and undress items are noted in Chapter 6. Other authorized
optional items areFor enquiries, contact us. Any discrepancies between the HTML and the official
PDF version should be reported to the DSCS, Corporate Secretary. For enquiries, contact us. Please
help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations. November 2008 Learn how and
when to remove this template message When deployed, personnel wear the operational uniform that
is most appropriate for the working environment, regardless of their service branch. With the
unification of the Canadian Forces in 1968, all service branches began to wear Canadian Forces rifle
green uniforms.http://crescentcarpets.com/userfiles/dishlex-302-service-manual.xml
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Distinctive Environmental Uniforms DEUs for the various branches of the Canadian Forces was
introduced in the late 1980s, and are generally similar to their preunification uniforms.Regimental
uniforms are normally not provided at public expense; purchase of these uniforms is done either by
individuals or by various regiments out of nonpublic funds. Miniature medals and other
accoutrements are also worn. Mess Dress is not provided at public expense; however, all
commissioned officers of the Regular Force are required to own Mess Dress within six months of
being commissioned.Sometimes called Red Sea rig. No 3 Service Dress becomes No 2B Mess Dress
by replacing the shirt and tie with a white shirt and bow tie, or to No 1 Ceremonial Dress by the
addition of ceremonial web or sword belts, gloves, and other accoutrements.It usually consisted of
work trousers and either a dress shirt or work shirt, with an optional sweater; Army personnel wore
a disruptivepattern jacket. The riflegreen crewneck combat sweater doubled as a sweater for wear
with Service Dress and Garrison Dress. Due to concerns over the number of uniforms Army
personnel had to carry with them on postings and taskings, the tan summer DEU was eventually
retired, and the winter uniform mandated for yearround wear. The garrison dress uniform was not
popular with the combat arms, as the boots were easily scuffed, especially when doing manual
labour; the jacket was heavily lined and restrictive; the belt was designed to ride very high on the
body and served no practical purpose. Army troops generally eschewed garrison dress for the
combat uniform when possible, even in garrison. Land Force Western Area actually instructed its
units to wear the combat uniform instead, and Land Force Command later adopted the practice
across the rest of the country, authorizing combat uniform for all occasions where garrison dress
was deemed appropriate.

They are intended to be adjusted for comfort and practicality; therefore only naval combat dress has
lettered variants.Consists of black trousers and jacket with a blue shirt, made of Nomex for fire
protection and designed for wear by ships crews.Worn only aboard ship in hot climates. The current
CAF combat uniform consists of loose fitting Canadian Disruptive Pattern CADPAT shirt and trousers
and is designed to be worn in the field or for working around aircraft. This uniform is usually
referred to simply as CADPAT. Commands with their own DEUs include the Canadian Army, Royal
Canadian Air Force, Royal Canadian Navy, and Special Operations Forces Branch.The traditional



Navy and Air Force rank names were replaced by the army equivalents, with navalstyle rank badges
for officers and armystyle for noncommissioned members. Navy rank names were restored a few
years later.The jacket collar was worn open; the shirt was either worn with a tie, or with the collar
open and over the jacket collar. For a brief period in the 1980s, ascots or dickeys in regimental or
branch colours were worn inside the open shirt collar. Many Army regiments wore regimental
shoulder flashes on the work dress jacket.Officers and noncommissioned members uniforms are
identical, differing only in insignia and accoutrements. In 2017 a fourth pattern of DEU was created
for the Special Operations Forces Branch.The Navy undress uniform is the only undress uniform
usually purchased by individuals, and consists of a highcollared white jacket, worn with issued white
DEU trousers. Nos 1 Accoutrements, 1A, and 2B in the forces order of dress are based on the
commands service dress uniform.Pipers blue doublet.Pipers Black Watch tartan.Pipers blue
doubletPipers Black Watch tartanPipers Green doubletPipers Royal Stewart tartan kiltDrum major
bearskin cap, white hackle.Pipers blue doubletPipe band Erskine tartan kilt and hoseDrummers
Glengarry, red, white and green diced border, scarlet toorie.
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Pipers green doubletPipers green doubletPipers green doubletPipers green doubletPipers green
doubletPipers Stewart of Fingask tartanPipers green doubletPipers blue doubletPipers Mackenzie
tartan kiltPipers Glengarry, eagle featherPipers green doubletPipers green doubletPipers glengarry,
cockfeathers.Pipers green doublet.Pipers add eagle feather.Pipers green doubletThe gold thread
crossed pistols are awarded as a military badge for marksmanship when marksman levels are
achieved for the pistol; a crown is awarded in May to the top score in the college. The gold thread
cross swords in a laurel wreath military proficiency badge is awarded if the following conditions
have been met by the student a mark of at least B in military assessment; positive leadership
qualities in the summer training report; an academic average of at least 70%; a mark of at least B in
physical training; a satisfactory mark in the bilingualism profile; A crown is awarded to the top cadet
having received this award, by year. Students are awarded a blue maple leaf for the minimum
bilingual profile standard of BBB. If they achieve higher bilingual proficiency, they receive a silver or
gold maple leaf. An academic distinction badge is awarded to a student with an academic average of
at least 80% at the end of the year. Physical fitness badges are awarded upon reaching a certain
number of points. The number of bars increases from zero to five as students are promoted. The
brass or gold thread lyre is awarded as a proficiency badge for brass and reed by the band officer
when a student is considered capable of participating in parades. A brass or gold treble clef is
awarded by the band officer as a proficiency badge for choir when a student is considered to be
ready for concerts. A brass or gold thread pipe is awarded by the band officer as a proficiency badge
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for pipes when a student is considered capable of participating in parades.

http://asyasunger.com/images/brother-kh-836-instruction-manual.pdf

A brass or gold thread drum is awarded as a proficiency badge for drums by the band officer when a
student is considered capable of participating in parades.Regular force officers are required to
purchase mess dress within 6 months of being commissioned. Noncommissioned members and
reserve force officers may purchase mess dress or wear the issued DEU uniform with a white shirt
and bow tie No. 2B dress. The Navy, Army, and Air Force each have unique patterns of mess dress.
Within the Army, each personnel branch has its own pattern with authorized differences from the
standard Army pattern; most armoured and infantry regiments have further differences from their
standard branch patterns. Women may wear trousers or a long skirt.Regimental tartan for Scottish
or kilted Irish regiments, who may wear a kilt instead of trousers or skirtJackets, trousers, skirts,
sweaters for No. 3C, scarves, raincoats, overcoat, and parkas are in the environmental colours of
navy blue actually black, rifle green, and air force blue; shirts are white, linden green, or light
blue.They were issued in heavyweight rifle green worn with the old CF green dress shirt for winter
wear, and lighter weight tan for summer; in the latter case, headgear, neckties, belts and badges
were still riflegreen or on riflegreen backing. Only the Army retained the branch or regimental collar
badges on the dress jacket, such nontraditional devices having been abandoned on Navy and Air
Force jackets. Most recently, the heavy combat sweater was retired, replaced with a lighterweight
Vneck sweater for service dress wear, and with a fleece sweatshirt for operational wear.It was
common to maintain traditional regimental distinctions, even in the thick of battle. Combat uniforms
were not issued to reservists until 1972, although they were permitted to wear it if they purchased it
themselves usually at war surplus stores.
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Canadian Forces combat uniforms were olivedrab prior to the adoption of CADPAT camouflage in
the late1990s. At the time of adoption, the OD colour was a standard among NATO forces; however,
as other NATO forces adopted camouflage uniforms for example, the British DPM disruptivepattern
material uniforms, or the Americans their woodland camouflage BDUs battle dress uniforms, the
Canadian Forces quickly became one of the few firstworld militaries not to adopt camouflage
garments.These flag badges showed up in fullcolour red and white when illuminated by a blue
light.CADPAT combat uniforms were first introduced in the 1990s For winter conditions, personnel
were issued white mukluks, mitts, and balaclavas, as well as white camouflage covers for their
parkas, trousers, helmets, and rucksacks.The Mark III Combat Shirt had flat breast pockets and
lacked the hip cargo pockets and drawstrings. It was designed to be tucked into the trousers like a
regular shirt if desired, or worn untucked like the olderstyle shirt. It proved rather unpopular from
an operational standpoint due to its lack of storage capacity, and was considered to look sloppier
than the older style; few were issued after initial stocks were depleted, but the Mark III was worn
alongside the earlier marks by some individuals until the adoption of CADPAT throughout the Army
in the late 1990s. Earlier uniforms remain in use in small numbers by the Canadian Cadets youth
programs, and are issued at summer training facilities to junior cadets for survival exercises.The
twopiece flying suit originally worn only by tactical helicopter crews and the onepiece coverall flying
suit are worn interchangeably by most CF aircrew. Prior to the mid2000s, the onepiece flying suit
was blue and worn by all fixedwing aircrew.NCD consists of a blue shirt, black pants, and black
jacket or parka for colder weather. Originally designed for wear on board ship, naval combat dress is
made of Nomex.

Unlike operational dress, occupational dress uniforms are worn only by personnel actively engaged
in designated tasks.The nonoperational maternity dress is a commonpattern ensemble in
lightweight, washable material in three environmental colours. There is alsoThe ensemble consists
of generalpurpose items suitable for wear as alternatives to those of service dress and its ceremonial
and mess derivatives. Medals and accoutrements may be worn on ceremonial dress occasions.Please
help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. November 2011 Learn how and when to remove this template message
Now the main identifying feature of the military police was the addition of the colour red a red
service cap band for Naval and Air Force personnel, a red beret for army MPs and red backing for



the cap badges of air force and navy MPs.This is to ensure that all MP are available at any time in
the case of an Immediate Rapid Deployment similar to the US SWAT scenario.Cap badges are worn
on most types of headdress, with the exception of winter tuques and operational headdress which is
not usually worn in public.Ball caps are authorized for those in naval combat dress aboard a ship. Air
Force personnel may be authorized to wear squadron ball caps with CADPAT or flying suits when on
the flight line or aboard ship as part of a ships helicopter detachment.A regimental or branch badge
is worn centred over the wearers left eye, and excess material pulled to the wearers right.The beret
colours listed below are the current standardThe crew member in the centre dons a black beret,
headgear that was adopted by Canadian armoured regiments in 1937. The black beret, which is now
the headdress of the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps RCAC, was first worn by the Essex Regiment
Tank, now renamed The Windsor Regiment RCAC.

thanhlamresort.vn/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627077e05c54c---
bostitch-02210-manual.pdf

This was because the other new tank units were ordered to wear the headdress that they had while
serving as infantry. The Essex Regiment Tank was a new unit, formed as a tank regiment, with no
connection to the Infantry.The 2nd Canadian Parachute Battalion the Canadian component of the
First Special Service Force wore a red beret with the dress uniform. Wartime berets were much
fuller in cut than postwar berets. The coloured flashes were not popular and replaced in 1956 with
forage caps bearing coloured bands in corps colours.The RCAC successfully fought to retain its
distinctive black beret, and the Canadian Airborne Regiment wore the maroon beret until the unit
was disbanded. Scottish and Irish infantry regiments wear Tam o Shanters, glengarries, balmorals
or caubeens instead of berets.Navy personnel wear the service cap and Air Force personnel the
wedge cap with their service dress. In certain cases the beret is also used as Ceremonial Dress, most
commonly in units of the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps.The headgear is one of several traditional
headdresses used by CanadianScottish regiments. It may also be worn with Navy service dress,
though the beret is also allowed with Nos. 3A, 3B, and 3C. An army version of the peaked cap is
worn by foot guard regiments of the Royal Canadian Infantry Corps. The peaked cap was formerly
worn by Air Force officers and Chief Warrant Officers, but has been discontinued in favour of the
wedge cap.No cap badges are worn.Sikh members of the Canadian Forces and the College are
permitted to substitute their beret for a turban of the same colour. Air Force and Army members are
required to use the same colour turban as the colours used by their units berets; whereas members
of the Navy wear white turbans when peaked caps are worn, and black turbans when berets are
worn. Some units also add have ribbons based on their regimental colours, worn crossed behind the
cap badge and tucked in at the back.

It is also worn with Air Force service dress and flying clothing, but not with CADPAT the beret is
also authorized for wear with these orders of dress.Amendments to dress regulations are issued
through the office of the Vice Chief of the Defence Staff VCDS, initially in the form of a
CANFORGEN Canadian Forces General message, which is placed in the dress manual until an
official publication amendment can be promulgated.This may include amplification where the
regulations are unclear or are not mandatory; amendments or reversal of some existing regulations
for special occasions or events; or the promulgation of regulations regarding the wear of traditional
regimental articles such as kilts.Canadian Armed Forces. 1 June 2001. p. 211. Retrieved 11 June
2018. Government of Canada. 13 November 2019. Retrieved 27 December 2019. Department of
National Defence. 2016. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. The
site may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not update your browser, we
suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. Updated from Dec 17 Wait for it. Ill check
what level of release is allowed on it though. Seems weve skipped that section lots in the past few
years. Depending on the situation dress regs can vary from job to position to element. Traditional
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military is moving away from rules that serve little purpose like barring members from having
beards. There is also rumor that any kit from canex purchased will be allowed. And im sure you
know the boot issue. You cant have a end all be all standard. The canadian forces changing with our
society. Enforcing old tradition is good to a tee but cant force everyone to be a certain way. Anyways
thats my 2 cents. I mean, you can. You just need to deal with the consequences of your actions. And,
well, hammering down hard on dress and deportment issues isnt exactly helping anything.

All it does is be on of the many petty stupid things that turn what might otherwise be a decent
enough job into something more annoying than anything else. Ill have my work gear attached to me
at all times idc what anyone says. Got back to the ship and realized I still had my sea knife on my
belt, PML on my shoulder, and mini red light on my zipper. And we know how they definitely dont
apply this rule. I know for a fact that the Calgary Saddledome learned one year when, during a CF
appreciation game, a drunken soldier slipped on the ice when heading for the group photo. And
showed them all. All rights reserved Back to top. With unification in 1968 all branches started
wearing the new rifle green uniform. The present distinctive environmental uniforms in different
colours for the army, navy and air force were introduced in the late 1980s and are generally similar
to their pre1968 counterparts.Though accommodation was made for army regiments ceremonial
uniforms kilts for Highland and Irish Regiments, for example, no allowance was made for the Navy
or Air Force, with the exception of a riflegreen wedge cap for optional wear by the latter. The
traditional Navy and Air Force rank names were replaced by the army equivalents, with navalstyle
rank badges for officers and armystyle for noncommissioned members. Many Army regiments wore
regimental shoulder flashes on the work dress jacket.Miniature medals and other accoutrements are
also worn. Uniforms include regimental full dress such as scarlet tunics and bearskin hats of Guards
regiments, patrol dress a slightly less elaborate regimental uniform, and Service Dress see below
uniform with ceremonial accoutrements swords, white web belts, gloves, etc.. Regimental uniforms
are normally not provided at public expense; purchase of these uniforms is done either by
individuals or by various regiments out of nonpublic funds.Uniforms range from full mess kit with
dinner jackets, cummerbunds or waistcoats, etc.

to Service Dress with bow ties. Mess Dress is not provided at public expense; however, all
commissioned officers of the Regular Force are required to own Mess Dress within six months of
being commissioned.The Navy also has an optional white summer uniform with white highcollared
tunic.It usually consisted of work trousers and either a dress shirt or work shirt, with an optional
sweater; Army personnel wore a disruptivepattern jacket. It has been phased out; No. 5 dress for the
army and No. 3 for the air force and navy, became No. 3E has been adapted to replace it.It consists
of a CADPAT combat uniform for the Army and Air Force and Naval Combat Dress NCD for the
Navy. Certain trades such as firefighters and military police wear working dress similar to their
civilian counterparts.They were issued in heavyweight rifle green worn with the old CF green dress
shirt for winter wear, and lighter weight tan for summer; in the latter case, headgear, neckties, belts
and badges were still riflegreen or on riflegreen backing. Only the Army retained the branch or
regimental collar badges on the dress jacket, such nontraditional devices having been abandoned on
Navy and Air Force jackets.Most recently, the heavy combat sweater was retired, replaced with a
lighterweight Vneck sweater for Service Dress wear, and with a fleece sweatshirt for Operational
wear.Due to concerns over the number of uniforms Army personnel had to carry with them on
postings and taskings, the tan summer DEU was eventually retired, and the winter uniform
mandated for yearround wear. The garrison dress uniform was never popular with the combat arms,
as the boots were easily scuffed, especially when doing manual labour; the jacket was hot being
heavily lined and restrictive; the belt was designed to ride very high on the body and served no
practical purpose.

Land Force Western Area actually instructed its units to wear the combat uniform instead, and Land



Force Command later adopted the practice across the rest of the country, authorizing combat
uniform for all occasions where garrison dress was deemed appropriate. This authorization is often
extended to Land environment personnel in other commands.No 4 Base Dress consists of blue work
pants, light blue dress shirt opennecked or with necktie, and optional Vneck sweater. Air personnel
were eventually authorized to wear the Navys work shirt, which was similar in dark blue, though this
was recently replaced by a camouflage uniform similar to the Land combat uniform. Forage caps are
still authorized for wear by officers as an optional item.It was common to maintain traditional
regimental distinctions, even in the thick of battle. Combat uniforms were not issued to Reservists
until 1972, although they were permitted to wear it if they purchased it themselves usually at war
surplus stores.The beret was often worn, but could be replaced by a soft OD field hat or the
American M1 steel helmet as the tactical situation dictated while the Canadian combat uniform was
universally olive green, American style cloth helmet covers with two types of camouflage pattern
were issued; the woodland pattern worn in Vietnam and an autumn pattern. At the time of adoption,
the OD colour was a standard among NATO forces; however, as other NATO forces adopted
camouflage uniforms for example, the British DPM Disruptive Pattern Material uniforms, or the
Americans their woodland camouflage BDUs Battle Dress Uniforms, the Canadian Forces quickly
became one of the only first world militaries not to adopt camouflage garments.Interestingly, these
flag badges showed up in fullcolour redandwhite when illuminated by a blue light.For winter
conditions, personnel were issued white mukluks, mitts, and balaclavas, as well as white camouflage
covers for their parkas, trousers, helmets, and rucksacks.

The Mark III Combat Shirt had flat breast pockets and lacked the hip cargo pockets and
drawstrings. It was designed to be tucked into the trousers like a regular shirt if desired, or worn
untucked like the older style shirt. It proved rather unpopular from an operational standpoint due to
its lack of storage capacity, and was considered to look sloppier than the older style; few were
issued after initial stocks were depleted but the Mark III was worn alongside the earlier marks by
some individuals until the adoption of CADPAT throughout the Army. Today they remain in small
numbers in the Cadet program and are issued at summer training facilities to junior cadets for
survival exercises.The gold thread crossed pistols are awarded as a military badge for marksmanship
when markman levels are achieved for the pistol; a crown is awarded in May to the top score in the
College. The gold thread crossed rifles are awarded as a military badge for marksmanship when
markman levels are achieved for the rifle; a crown is awarded in May to the top score in the College.
The gold thread cross swords in a laurel wreath military proficiency badge is awarded if the
following conditions have been met by the student a mark of at least B in military assessment;
positive leadership qualities in the summer training report; an academic average of at least 70%; a
mark of at least B in physical training; a satisfactory mark in the bilingualism profile; A crown is
awarded to the top Cadet having received this award, by year. All students are awarded at least a
blue start for a start at bilingualism. As they achieve proficiency, they receive a silver or gold star.
Physical fitness badges are awarded upon reaching a certain number of points. As cadets learn and
demonstrate leadership skills, they are appointed to different positions. The number of bars
increases from 0 to 5 as students are promoted. There are 5 nobar positions and 15 2 bar positions.

The brass or gold thread lyre is awarded as a proficiency badge for brass and reed by the Band
Officer when a student is considered capable of participating in parades. A brass or gold treble clef
is awarded by the Band Officer as a proficiency badge for choir when a student is considered to be
ready for concerts. A brass or gold thread pipe is awarded by the Band Officer as a proficiency
badge for pipes when a student is considered capable of participating in parades. A brass or gold
thread drum is awarded as a proficiency badge for drums by the Band Officer when a student is
considered capable of participating in parades.The nonoperational maternity dress is a
commonpattern ensemble in lightweight, washable material in three environmental colours. Medals
and accoutrements may be worn on ceremonial dress occasions.Please improve this article by



adding a reference. For information about how to add references, see TemplateCitation. Now the
main identifying feature of the military police was the addition of the colour red a red service cap
band for Naval and Air Force personnel, a red beret for army MPs and red backing for the cap
badges of air force and navy MPs. In 2005, the dress regulations were amended to permit all MPs to
wear the red beret regardless of their element, with any order of dress that may include a beret,
except the number three order of dress for the Navy, in which the peaked cap is still worn, and the
Air Force, in which case the Wedge is worn both of which have a red identifier around the Military
Police cap badge.It consists of black trousers, shortsleeved shirts for summer wear, longsleeved
collared shirts for winter, the naval pattern sweater, patrol jacket, body armour, police equipment
belt and MP GoreTex boots, with a red beret for all MPs. This is to ensure that all MP are available
at any time in the case of an Extraordinary Rapid Deployment similar to the US SWAT scenario.
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